
VR - Casa de Dinero



1,5 - 2 hours 10 - 100

VR - Casa de Dinero

This virtual reality game is based on popular Netflix series 
“La Casa de Papel”. Step into the shoes of a real bank robber 
and let “El Professor” lead you and your team. This 
mysterious client challenges you to steal money from the 
Belgian National Bank.

By solving challenging puzzles and riddles in both the 
virtual and real world, you make your way through the bank 
and, as a team, reach your goal together. But make no 
mistake: time is ticking and you also have to get out on time!

Stress resistance, attention to detail, team spirit, creativity 
and speed are just some of the characteristics that typify 
your group's efforts to capture as much money as possible. 
Can your team handle this tension?

- JUST FOR FUN, SHARPENING COMMUNICATION, INDOOR -



Per team, you receive VR glasses and have attributes you 
need to solve all riddles together.

This game contains 6 levels in total. In each round, a 
different team member has the VR glasses on. In each 
round, the task is to progress one step further in El 
Professor's Master Plan. 

In the virtual world, all kinds of hints and tips have to be 
collected, which you have to put together with the other 
game attributes you received. This way, you need to make 
your way to the safe, which you can hopefully crack. After 
that too, you have to get out of 'la Casa' before the bomb 
explodes.

1,5 - 2 hours 10 - 100

VR - Casa de Dinero

- JUST FOR FUN, SHARPENING COMMUNICATION, INDOOR -



Casa de Dinero is a light-hearted indoor team building activity and 
you introduce participants to the wonder world of VR (virtual 
reality).

Casa de Dinero is built around the principle of shared information: 
the person with the VR headset has one part of the information, the 
other team members have the other part. To be successful, good 
communication is therefore vital!

 CREATIVE PEOPLE - 
BUILD STRONG BUSINESSES !

1,5 - 2 hours 10 - 100

VR - Casa de Dinero

- JUST FOR FUN, SHARPENING COMMUNICATION, INDOOR -



AT MOODMAKER WE AIM TO  WOW  OUR 
CLIENTS WITH SERVICE & EXPERIENCE

1,5 - 2 hours 10 - 100

VR - Casa de Dinero



➔ Introduction to new technology

➔ Also possible for very small groups

➔ Indoor programme

➔ Focus on cooperation and communication

➔ Focus on "Just for Fun", stress resistance & speed

➔ In BeNeFraLux, 100% mobile

➔ Language NL or EN

1,5 - 2 hours 10 - 100

VR - Casa de Dinero

- JUST FOR FUN, SHARPENING COMMUNICATION, INDOOR -



YOU CAN’T BUILD  SUCCESSFUL TEAMS
BUT YOU CAN INCITE THEM  TO EMERGE ! 

Want to know how we can take 
your team to a next level?

info@moodmaker.be

+32 53 42 68 11

Schedule a video call

Moodmaker specialises in the exciting field of team building and game-based training.

Since 2008, we have organised more than 270 events and team development programmes annually for 
multinationals, SMEs, governments and NGOs.

Our activities reflect our belief that human connection, meaningful relaxation and learning moments 
happen most effectively in a gamified context. This is how we support your team in achieving positive 
growth.

mailto:info@moodmaker.be
https://moodmaker.be/nl/plan-een-videogesprek/

